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SMILING LIFE





Oriental Aesthetics of Smile

Smile represents the mild oriental beauty, pleasing and 

meaningful. It is also a lingua franca that can easily 

transcend races and regions to touch the inner heart of 

every person. Smile manifests a modern style, free and 

relaxed. Subtlety, mildness and leisure, such oriental 

aesthetics of smile have inspired us, the ROOY Team, to 

create the elegant, quality, relaxing and amusing designs, 

which inevitably incorporate our own understanding and 

appreciation of the nature. 



STONE
VISION
Collecting and viewing stones of all shapes 

and sizes from nature has long been part  of  

the traditional Chinese culture. Combining this 

esthetics and ergonomics, the Stone Vision sofa 

matches its plump design with the curvature of 

the human body and thus pays equal attention to 

comfort and natural beauty.

Y501

Y502

Solid Wood, Sponge

1130 x 860 x 660h

Solid Wood, Sponge

1860 x 930 x 770h





STONE
VISION

Y501

Y502



PHONEIX
FAN

With their charming simplicity and graceful shapes, folding fans are imbued 

with rich symbolic meanings since ancient China, such as those of elegant 

tastes and status. It is the age-old cultural tradition that has inspired the 

design of the Phoenix Fan chair. The round-shaped, elegant chair provides 

you old-fashioned comfort and even a sense of grandeur. Also, from 

the perspective of the Chinese culture, it embodies the righteous, benign 

philosophical teachings of Confucianism.

Y504 Y504A

Solid Wood

625 x 490 x 810h

Solid Wood

625 x 490 x 810h





LIGHT
FAN
The ar t is t ica l ly  appeal ing the moon-shaped 

fans symbolizes union and happiness in ancient 

Chinesepoetry and calligraphy. The design of Light 

Fan is precisely based on the traditional esthetics of 

moon-shaped fans. The spatial partitioning and the 

semi-transparency of the moon-shaped fans convey, 

in a faintly discernible way, the emphasis of Oriental 

cultures on implicit beauty.

Y506-1 Y506-2

S o l i d  w o o d ,  p a p e r , 
bamboo

1620 x 300 x 1640h

S o l i d  w o o d ,  p a p e r , 
bamboo

1940 x 300 x 1960h





Y606-1 Y606-2 Y606-3 Y606-4

Solid wood, Sponge, 
Metal, Fabric

2875 X 1680 X 900h

Solid wood, Sponge, 
Metal, Fabric

2630 X 915 X 900h

Solid wood, Sponge, 
Metal, Fabric

3410 X 1880 X 900h

Solid wood, Sponge, 
Metal, Fabric

3475 X 1680 X 900h

Flower window integrates the beauty of 

emptiness and solidity of traditional Chinese 

lattice window and architecture. 

Functioning as a partition, this high-backrest 

sofa creates for its users a semi-private 

niche, which is spatially open enough at the 

same time.



The meticulous and mellow pattern of Chinese lattice window 

implies auspice and perfection, and combines freely with the 

high and low backrests. With all due functions, the sofa can 

rightly meet your needs of an aesthetic, comfortable and 

carefree life style.
FLOWER
WINDOW

Y607

Y608

Solid wood, Metal

1250 X 750 X 330h

Solid wood, Metal

1000 X 300 X 450h



FAN
MOON
Fan moon, or shanyue in Chinese, is an analogy to the round 

moon which denotes reunion and completeness in traditional 

Chinese culture. This exquisitely modeled solid wood recliner 

bears the beauty of elegance and delicacy of Chinese round 

fans. With a round and demure shape, it embodies the upright 

and mild philosophical connotation of Confucianism, and 

meanwhile provides comfort seating to accommodate your 

free and relaxing sitting postures. Therefore, it is indeed the 

perfect combination of modern free life and traditional culture.

Y610

Solid wood, Sponge, 
Metal

770 X 690 X 740h







ROSA

Y611 Y611A Y611B Y611C

Solid wood, Sponge, 
Metal, Fabric

2080 X 920 X 760h

Solid wood, Sponge, 
Metal, Fabric

2080 X 920 X 760h

Solid wood, Sponge, 
Metal, Fabric

2830 X 1870 X 760h 

Solid wood, Sponge, 
Metal, Fabric

3030 X 1870 X 760h



ROSA

The petite roses are blooming in the wind, reminding 

people of the ones they love. Inspired by the cute 

petals and beautiful receptacles, the Rosa Sofa is 

a colorful romantic design, with gracefully curved 

armrests and anchors. Exquisite craftsmanship, plus 

dainty modeling, gives you an elegant and comfortable 

feel in the city.  

Y611-J1 Y611-J2

Solid wood, Metal

1200 X 700 X 350h

Solid wood, Metal

420 X 420 X 450h



TOY
STONE

The design of “Toy Stone” is inspired by the riverside pebbles. 

Pebble-shaped cushions, big and small, translate hardness into 

softness and comfort. Suitable for people of different statures, the 

sofa can be shared among the entire family members. They can 

sit, lie and have fun on the sofa. This comfortable and practical 

design can also spice up your life and cement the emotional ties 

between the family members.

Y609 -J

Solid wood, Sponge, 
Metal, Fabric

1100 X 800 X 320h



TOY
STONE

Y609

Solid wood, Sponge, 
Metal, Fabric

2970 X 1900 X 730h

Y609

Solid wood, Sponge, 
Metal, Fabric

3500 X 1900 X 730h



Inspired by the Water lily flowing on the surface of 

the water, the design is light, graceful and dynamic. It 

breaks away from the traditional design of large table 

tops, and instead combines table tops of different 

sizes and arranges them at varying levels. The unique 

design is also practical as objects can be displayed on 

different surfaces by category.

Y503

Solid wood

1285 X 730 X 400h

WATER
LILY





HOMEY

Y505-1

Y505-2

Y505-3

Solid wood

1000 X 1000 X 750h

Solid wood

1200 X 1200 X 750h

Solid wood

1300 X 1300 X 750h



DINING

Y612-1 Y612-2 Y612-3 Y612-4

Solid wood, Metal

2200 X 900 X 750h

Solid wood, Metal

2000 X 900 X 750h

Solid wood, Metal

1800 X 900 X 750h

Solid wood, Metal

1600 X 900 X 750h



CARPET

Y614 Y615 Y616 Y617

Acrylic

4.1 x 2.8 = 11.48m2

Acrylic

3.3 x 2.5 = 8.25m2

Acrylic

2.8 x 2.3 = 6.47m2

Acrylic

2.8 x 2.4 = 6.72m2



Veneer

Cotton material

Ash wood Black walnut wood

MAYFAB-A1983-1B

MAYFAB-A1983-5BMAYFAB-A1983-2C

MAYFAB-A926-9A MAYFAB-A926-5A

MAYFAB-A1983-5C MAYFAB-A967-1A

MAYFAB-A1983-2B

Leather

MAYFAB-A1983-1A

MAYFAB-A1433-6C MAYFAB-A1433-4CMAYFAB-A1433-22C

MAYFAB-A1983-1C

OTE/ROOT-14OTE/ROOT-13

OTE/ROOT-10 OTE/ROOT-12

OTE/ROOT-11

OTE/TOWN-30 OTE/BRITNEY-04

MAYFAB-A1433-10C

MAYFAB-A926-7A

MAYFAB-A760-8A

ZP01 ZP02 ZP03 ZP04
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